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Orbit is proud to announce, with our token Andromeda
($M31) that we have o cially launched OrbitFund.
OrbitFund is a decentralized crypto trading platform designed to provide our holders
with the ability to make monthly passive income. Our token M31 will essentially be the
golden key to access the fund, which users will then deposit BUSD during the 3 or 4
day depositing period at the start of the month and will be locked for 27 to 28 days.
This will all then be funnelled into our backend where our exceptionally talented,
experienced traders will begin to trading the funds.
The monthly ROI you will be eligible for will depend on a tier system of M31 holdings,
explained in further detail below, with up to 7% for those in the lowest tier (2.5k M31)
and up to 10% for those in the highest tier (250k M31). Regardless of which tier the
holder is in, there are no caps on how many BUSD they are able to invest into the fund.
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Currently in the Beta version, users do not have the ability to auto compound their
investments. This is a feature we will look to introduce, however our main reason for
not including it is to build trust and con dence amongst our investors that their money
is safe as can be. For the protection of our
community, we will force every user of the
fund to withdraw their initial investment and
the ROI at the end of the rst three trading
periods. This will then show that there is no
money left in the fund and everyone
received their money back and ROI. We will
then look to implement the auto-compound
feature once we have been able to
showcase the legitimacy of the fund.

We will be building a treasury as we grow with OrbitFund as a safety net to be able to
secure holder investments and to be able to o er a lower guaranteed percentage of
ROI for those that might be interested. Our con dence to be able to meet the
aforementioned ROI for those investing is extremely high but like with all investments, it
does come with a layer of risk. Our traders apply very strict risk management strategies
to everything that they do but there is a very low possibility that the investment could
go down if the trader was to have a red month. Thus far, this is yet to happen but that’s
why we are unable to say to our investors that the ROI is guaranteed. Orbit will only
take revenue from investment pro ts as will the trader. OrbitFund will be our main
revenue stream going forward, which will enable to drop our taxes to 0 with the
ambition to list on the major exchanges within 6 months.

Tier Rewards System*
Tier 1: 250K + M31 = Up to 10% monthly ROI ( ~213% APY if compounded)
Tier 2: 100K - 250K M31 = Up to 9.5% ROI Monthly ( ~197% APY if compounded)
Tier 3: 50K - 100K M31 with up to 9% ROI Monthly ( ~181% APY if compounded)
Tier 4: 25K - 50K M31 with up to 8.5% ROI Monthly ( ~166% APY if compounded)
Tier 5: 25K - 10K M31 with up to 8% ROI Monthly ( ~151% APY if compounded)
Tier 6: 10K - 5K M31 with up to 7.5% ROI Monthly ( ~138% APY if compounded)
Tier 7: 5K - 2.5K M31 with up to 7% ROI Monthly ( ~125% APY if compounded)
[*subject to adjustment]
At the time of writing, 2.5k M31 costs around $130 and 250k M31 costs around $13k

Watch for the release of the next products Orbit is creating,
including OrbitPad, Orbit Analytics and OrbitExchange!
Website:
https://www.orbitlaunch.io
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/OrbitLaunchM31
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/orbitlaunchm31
Telegram:
https://t.me/orbitlaunchbsc
CoinMarketCap: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/andromeda
CoinGecko
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/andromeda
PancakeSwap:
https://pancakeswap. nance/swap?
outputCurrency=0xb46acb1f8d0ff6369c2f00146897aea1dfcf2414
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[Disclaimer: Readers should do their own research about all digital assets and brands mentioned by Gokhshtein
Media. The content shown here is educational information only and should not be considered nancial advice, or
direction to buy, trade or invest in any products or cryptocurrencies. The data and news shared here does not re ect
the opinions, policies of Gokhshtein Media or the laws regulating brands such as mentioned above. Any action made
by persons based on this information is done at their own risk.]

